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Abstract This paper, focusing specifically on solutions that strive to extend Healthy Life Years, tackles the problem of predicting and preventing risky situations that might arise when an elderly person lives alone at home. The paper assumes the presence of a monitoring system equipped with a pervasive sensor network and a reasoning engine. The proposed methodology is explained in the context of a very frequent problem: the prevention of falls.
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Introduction



Over the last fifteen years, numerous efforts have been made to create IT-based support systems for the elderly. The main objective of these systems was to help elderly people live a safe life while keeping their independence as long as possible. There are many different ways in which such systems have offered support for independent life: for example tele-monitoring chronic pathologies, recognizing activitiesof-daily-living and supporting their correct execution, reminding the execution of important activities, jogging memory with exercises, helping movements with robotic assistants, and so on. Besides making less hard the last part of life, all these endeavors should come together for one main purpose: prolonging Healthy Life Years. A support system should strive for people to live longer but not in a state in which chronic conditions substantially cripple the quality of life and the capability of living a productive life. Therefore, we think one should stress cognitive support as a way of improving all sides of life from the use of memory to the capability of avoiding falls. Independent Living Systems (ILS) should be able to i) gather information about the world through sensors, ii) translate such data to map them into a consistent assessment of the real situation, iii) reason about available knowledge to support the patient’s well being, iv) perform actions and give feedback to the patient according to the results of the reasoning process, v) capture reactions to feedback in order to adapt the behavior of the system. We believe that one of the most useful goals should be to prevent situations that can cause drastic changes for the worse of the quality of living, such as falls and substantial weight loss. Rather than supporting activities [Haigh and Yanco,



2002] and observing behaviors [Liao et al., 2004], this paper considers a complementary view of artificial intelligence applied to home healthcare. In our view, expressive knowledge representation and reasoning techniques should be used to i) understand health evolution identifying risky states in a context-aware fashion and ii) give clinical, behavioral or environment-related feedback. This can be done by applying automated reasoning to a combination of different pieces of knowledge (common-sense, medical, context-dependent), rather than dealing with predefined plans and goals to be achieved. In the remainder of this paper we will start from the description of a system we have designed and implemented, called Secure and INDependent lIving (SINDI) [Bisiani et al., 2009], in order to illustrate our methodology for prediction and to introduce feedback aimed at prevention. Feedback can vary from physical actions on the environment by the system, e.g. turning on the lights, to suggestions and reminders to the patient. We use the prediction and prevention of falls as an example because it is a problem where both cognitive and physical impairments come to play.
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The Strategy



We refer to prediction as one or more (consistent) guesses that a healthy condition might change into a risky condition. Prevention is referred to as all those interventions that may keep health changes within safe boundaries. Prediction and prevention are strictly related: when risky conditions are identified by the system as a result of prediction, appropriate feedback actions are selected and performed for prevention. We focus on the combination of pervasive monitoring and efficient reasoning to support prediction and prevention in the context of a logic-based approach that tackles both physical and cognitive impairments. In both prediction and prevention, context-awareness is a desirable property since reasoning support should consider not only static clinical knowledge, but also user-specific needs as well as the evolving state of the patient and of the environment. We use non-monotonic logical reasoning to summarize and correlate sensor data in a consistent interpretation of the situation, taking into account knowledge about elderly care, state of the environment, state of the person monitored (localization, movement), clinical profile information, and results of previous inferences.



• functionalities, evaluated in terms of functional disabilities including physical and cognitive functional aspects of elderly behavior;



The relation between items and indicators is the following: each indicator can contribute to the evaluation of one or more items; while indicators do not have any mutual dependency or correlation in this version of the system, items are correlated by dependency relations indicating how the value of an item may impact values of other items and how; dependencies can be direct, inverse, strictly negative or strictly positive. A complete list of items and indicators considered in the current release of SINDI can be found in [Bisiani et al., 2009]. As an example, the item nutrition represents a daily activity that can be evaluated using the Nutrition Test indicator, details about the diet and the presence of acute diseases as additional indicators. An increase in the level of dependence for nutrition can be influenced by other items such as cognitive functional disability through a directly proportional dependency relation. When results indicate that cognitive functional disability is getting higher, there could be an increase in the level of dependency for the item representing eating. Furthermore, higher dependency in nutrition activity has a negative dependency correlation with the Body Mass Index (BMI) functionality: in general, the higher the dependency in the nutrition activity, the higher the disability of the BMI functionality (the inverse does not always hold). Context-aware prediction is a two step reasoning process. In the first step, the system performs context interpretation and evaluation. The context is interpreted by combining aggregated sensor data and commonsense reasoning, and results of this interpretation are used to evaluate indicators and to compare these values with results of previous inferences, thus obtaining differential values. Admissible values for each indicator are part of the medical knowledge and are encoded in the system; their evaluation has four possible outcomes: worsening, improvement, no substantial change, undefined. The results of the differential evaluation identify indicators that are subject to worsening and, as a consequence, items that are critical: in general, the higher the number of worsenings associated with an item, the more the item is critical. Once critical items have been identified and labelled, the second step of the reasoning process predicts the possible evolution of the health state according to the differential evaluation. This is done by using causal dependencies (specified by knowledge engineers and medical experts) between items: dependencies are explored to infer how items that have been marked as critical may influence other items, thus identifying possible evolutions of the patient’s health in terms of functional disability (Functionality level), dependencies in performing daily activities (ADL level) and risks assessment (Risk Assessment level).



• daily activities, evaluated in terms of level of dependence in performing daily activities;



2.2



The logical framework of Answer Set Programming (ASP) [Gelfond and Lifschitz, 1988] is well suited to deal with such a complex knowledge representation and reasoning task, in that it overcomes most of the limitations of previous logic programming systems. Compared to pure statistical approaches, logic inference based on ASP is highly expressive and computationally more efficient because it can deal with first-order representations, which are much richer than the propositional ones characterizing probabilistic inference. Furthermore, ASP can deal with incomplete information and commonsense reasoning using defaults. Cardinality and weight constraints together with program optimization techniques can also be used to model different degrees of uncertainty [Simons et al., 2002; Leone et al., 2006; Gebser et al., 2007a]. In the next subsections we use our SINDI system [Bisiani et al., 2009] as an example of how to achieve prediction and prevention of risky situations.



2.1



Context-aware Prediction



Data provided by the monitoring sensors can be noisy and imprecise, even after aggregation. For this reason, context interpretation and evaluation is needed. The expressive power of the ASP formalism can be used to combine contextual data with static and dynamic evaluations of significant aspects of the patient’s quality of life (referred to as indicators). Indicators can be classified as follows: • indicators evaluated through continuous monitoring and data aggregation (e.g. quality of movement) or through monitoring and the application of logic rules (e.g. quality of sleep) or by commonsense reasoning (e.g. quality of the environment); • indicators that correspond to results of questionnaires and clinical tests proposed by the system when deemed necessary (e.g. tests to evaluate visual and hearing functionalities); • indicators that are directly related to the clinical profile (e.g. number of drugs and comorbidity). A careful analysis of health care in home settings suggests that health-related aspects that are crucial for elderly care (referred to as items) can be classified into three classes [Bisiani et al., 2009]:



• risks, representing complex aspects usually involving functional disabilities, level of dependence in daily activities and the clinical setting. Items have been identified according to the medical practice in health assessment of the elderly [Fleming et al., 1995] and encoded in our declarative framework. We included an additional class in our model, representing the state of the person and the state of the environment.



Context-aware Prevention



Since we believe feedback represents the key for effective preventive interventions, we are extending our assisted living system to be able to guide the person towards safe-behavior and safe-living. Given that each person has a different clinical history of cognitive decline and reacts in different ways to external stimuli, it is extremely important to use contextual information in order to select the most appropriate feedback. The system can provide feedback in five different ways:



• suggestions according to the medical practice and the results of the prediction reasoning task;



environmental/personal context setting and the form of feedback;



• alerts when the system identifies behaviors or situations that are potentially dangerous according to the results of the prediction reasoning task;



• static ordering: certain forms of feedback may have higher priority than others, simply because of their nature; similarly, some communication patterns can be preferred to others on the basis of clinical settings.



• alarms when specific environmental or clinical conditions are detected; • notifications when the system receives new input or terminates the inference process; • reminders according to an agenda. The main difference between a suggestion and an alert is that the second is triggered by the identification of a specific behavior and may generate an immediate action as output (e.g. a blinking light to indicate that there is a call), while the first is purely based on the medical knowledge encoded in the system and gives a report as output. Alarms also generate an action but usually need an immediate response (e.g. a call to the caregiver when a fall is detected). In our first specification reminders do not include support on how to perform complex activities as in [Pollack et al., 2003; Boger et al., 2006]. The system deals only with simple reminders according to an agenda. Independently of how it is delivered, a feedback action can be related to: • the environment: making the environment safer and of better quality, improving interaction with the environment, e.g. a phone call that is not acknowledged by the patient can trigger actions like reducing the volume of the TV or blinking a light; • the user’s behavior: suggesting how to modify habits when the health assessment indicates risky conditions or providing reminders according to an agenda; • the clinical setting: consulting a doctor, suggesting a more accurate test, reviewing a therapy, reminding medical appointments, and so on. The combination of inference results (prediction) and context-related knowledge about the person and the environment is used to determine i) what should be provided as feedback, ii) in which form and iii) when. The content of the feedback is determined according to the medical literature (evidence-based studies) and encoded in the system (see Section 3 for an example of fall prevention). The most appropriate form of feedback is inferred by the system on the basis of the results of prediction and contextrelated information about the patient and the environment: the same feedback can be provided in different forms (and at different times). A feedback can be provided as soon as it is inferred or at a later time. Alarms are usually immediate, while other forms of feedback can be performed immediately or at a later time according to: • triggers: pushing a button at a specific time or when particular conditions hold; • user/caregiver preferences: qualitative ordering to identify more urgent/important suggestions according to the



When the system determines a set of feedback actions that should be performed at a given time, they are qualitatively analyzed in order to infer which action is more urgent. Each feedback action can be associated to a list of possible reactions of the patient. Simple reactions can be monitored through sensors, while more complex reactions can be inferred combining sensors and reasoning. A reaction to a feedback, when detected, is logged to be used at a later time. Exploring this history, caregivers can improve the way feedback actions are performed and identify the most effective communication patterns. Learning interaction patterns is an interesting issue [Rudary et al., 2004], but we do not tackle it in this paper. Given that we consider different forms of feedback, an appropriate reward function should be identified in order to take into account how the combination of different feedback actions and communication patterns impact on the quality of life of the person monitored.
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A case study: Prediction and Prevention of Falls



Falls are the top cause for loss of independence which then leads to a lower quality of life. It has been shown that hip fractures continue to generate significant costs throughout the first-year period after discharge. Costs associated with the treatment of hip-fracture patients are about three times greater than those resulting from the treatment of age and residence-matched controls without a fracture [Haentjens et al., 2005]. As a matter of fact, causes of falls in elderly adults are quite diverse, the largest culprits being: environment-related (31%), gait/balance disorders (17%) and diziness/vertigo (13%) [Rubenstein, 2006]. Identifying risk factors and initiating preventive interventions can substantially lower the probability of a fall. It is therefore very advantageous both for the patient’s quality of life and for the minimization of the costs to devise systems that are able to warn caregivers and patients that action has to be taken well before a fall happens. It is hard to identify a single specific cause for falling, as falls usually depend on multiple interrelated factors [Rubenstein, 2006]. Some of them are mainly related to clinical aspects (metabolism, nervous systems, anaemia, hypothyroidism, osteoporosis and so on), while others are more concerned with causal relations among aspects (quality of the environment and health-related items) whose worsening may predispose to risk of falls. We are interested in the latter set of causes, and want to illustrate how the SINDI system reasons about dependencies to support falls prediction and prevention. Several assessment tools have been proposed and used to evaluate the risk of falls, most of them impossible to apply without the help of a skilled human observer [Tinetti, 1993;



Table 1: Items and indicators used for Prediction. Item Mobility Balance



Gait



Nutrition BMI Vision



Figure 1: Dependencies among items influencing the risk of falls. Podsiadlo and Richardson, 1991; Yardley et al., 2005]. The reasoning component of our system partially assesses the risk of falls according to the Tinetti Performance-Oriented Mobility Assessment [Tinetti, 1993] scale, as it is one of the standard tools in our country for assessing mobility dysfunctions in the elderly. Since balance and gait assessment using sensor data analysis are sometimes non-definitive, they are combined with other information about the environment, the clinical profile and evidence-based medical knowledge derived from experimental trials [Connell and Wolf, 1997; Stuck et al., 1999; Rubenstein, 2006; Ness et al., 2003].



3.1



Knowledge-based model and Reasoning Tasks



In the remaining part of this section we describe the reasoning mechanism of SINDI applied to prediction and prevention of falls. The Knowledge-based model is as described in Section 2 and the reasoning tasks are i) prediction intended as the identification of possible health evolutions, and ii) prevention intended as the action of providing appropriate feedback as a result of prediction, and observing reactions to that feedback. Fall prediction In the SINDI system, health-related items that influence the risk of falls are illustrated in Table 1. We recall that indicators associated to items are periodically evaluated and labelled as worsening, improving, being stable or undefined, according to data gathered by the sensors, test results and logic-based context interpretation and evaluation. The association of indicators to items impacting the risk of falls is illustrated in Figure 2. In order to identify a problematic item, the reasoning process takes into account the evaluation of all indicators associated to that item and some additional knowledge about specific pathologies and drugs that can influence the evaluation. Once problematic items have been identified, the reasoning system analyses item-related dependencies to infer possible evolutions of the general health state and identifies items that are not yet problematic, but are potentially at risk. A subset of



Hearing Sleep Environment



Clinical profile



Indicators used for evaluation number of steps walking time sitting down standing up equilibrium when sitting equilibrium when standing test results walking speed step length turning speed test results weight loss diet test results weight optometric tests lights usage audiometric tests night activity hours of sleep lightening humidity temperature barriers number of diseases number of drugs



dependencies among items that are relevant to the risk of falls is represented in Figure 1. In this way, the results of reasoning are not purely clinical, but they are related to the context in which they have been observed and to the evolution of the person’s health state. To sum it up, fall prediction is achieved through the following steps: • sensor data are aggregated and interpreted in order to evaluate relevant indicators; • values of indicators are used to identify problematic items; • dependency relations among items are used to identify items at risk; • following causal dependencies backwards, the system is able to explain why an item is tagged as being at risk. Fall prevention Results of prediction are used by SINDI to provide feedback aimed at prevention. Research on the impact of feedback in reducing the risk of falls has shown that people informed that they are at risk of falls are more likely to make changes in their habits and in the environment they live in [Ness et al., 2003].We identified a well known set of aspects that can significantly contribute to fall prevention among persons that are at risk. These aspects are summarized in Table 2. Possible forms of feedback are indicated as S (suggestion), AA (alarm), A (alert), N (notification), R (reminder) and they can be related to



Figure 2: Indicators contributing to items’ evaluation • the environment: how to make the environment safer (e.g. suggestions about lighting, detection of events that the patient has not noticed, and so on); • correct behavior: which healthy habits should be practiced and which potentially risky behaviors are to be avoided; • clinical actions: consult a doctor, suggest a more accurate test, review medication, provide reminders according to an agenda, and so on. It is interesting to notice that, according to [Stuck et al., 1999; Tse, 2005], falls prevention strategies targeting several risk factors concurrently are more likely to have a greater impact in reducing falls than strategies that target only one risk factor. Knowledge contained in Table 2 is represented as logic predicates of the form possible f orm(Output, F orm) associating the content of a feedback to its possible forms. In order to identify which feedback to provide, in which form and when, the reasoning component applies a set of rules we refer to as a feedback policy. Rules of a feedback policy can be of six different types: event-triggering rules, multiple choice rules, default ordering rules, exceptions to default, event-condition-action rules and consistency rules. Event-triggering rules trigger a specific form F as a candidate for a feedback output X when events E1 , . . . , En are detected and a boolean condition C holds: E1 , . . . , En triggers f eedback f orm(X, F ) if C (1) Multiple choice rules express the fact that one of all possible forms Fi for a given feedback output X can be selected at



each inference cycle: 1{select f orm(X, Fi ) : f eedback f orm(X, Fi )}1



(2)



Default ordering rules are binary relations expressing the fact that, in general, a form F1 for a given feedback output X is preferred to the form F2 for the same feedback output, where > is a transitive ordering relation: select f orm(X, F1 ) > select f orm(X, F2 )



(3)



Exceptions to default ordering are used to make a default ordering rule not applicable when a boolean condition C holds: exception(X) if C (4) Event-Condition-Action (ECA) rules express the fact that an action A should be performed by the system when a given feedback output X of the form F is the chosen candidate and a condition C holds: select f orm(X, F ) causes A if C



(5)



Consistency rules express the fact that some actions A1 , . . . , An cannot be executed together when boolean condition C holds, and there is a preferential relation on which action should be dropped: never A1 × . . . × An if C



(6)



All these high level rules are automatically mapped into ASP. Event triggering rules of the form of Equation 1 are mapped into ASP as rules of the form



feedback_form(X,F):-obs(E_1),...,obs(E_n), possible_form(X,F), C. Table 2: Classification of feedback outputs for fall prevention. Rules of the form in Equation 2 are mapped into ASP choice Class Output Possible form rules [Niemel¨a and Simons, 2000] in a rather straightforward Environment use of lights S, A, N way. adjust temperature S, N Default ordering rules are mapped into ordered disjunction TV control S, A, N rules of the form phone control S, AA, A, N select_form(X,F_1) x select_form(X,F_2) :- not exception(X). Exceptions are easily encoded as follows:



Behaviour



exception(X) :- C. Mapping for rules of the form in Equations 5 and 6 is done in a similar way as in [Mileo et al., 2005; Mileo and Schaub, 2007]. The rule-based specification illustrated above is a compact way to express: • which feedback outputs are triggered by a given set of events; • non-deterministic choice among alternative forms for a feedback output; • a static ordering on possible forms for the same feedback output and exceptions to this ordering; • actions associated to a feedback output of a specific form and a preference relation over conflicting actions. The result of the enforcement of a feedback policy is a consistent set of actions to be performed by the system. The application of a feedback policy may yield several solutions representing acceptable communication patterns. In the current specification, one of the solutions that minimizes the number of interruptions is selected. It is interesting to study methods that enable the system to learn the most effective communication patterns, but the complexity of this domain makes it harder than in contexts where only user preferences matter [Weber and Pollack, 2008].



3.2



Example



In the following example we want to capture one possible concrete scenario to illustrate how the reasoning component works in prediction and prevention tasks. In this scenario, we track a hypothetical patient monitored by SINDI, called Eve. When Eve wakes up, the data aggregation module and the reasoning component of SINDI track her getting out of bed, movements and location around the house. The quality of movements and of the environment is evaluated every hour according to the context in which data have been collected in order to detect a possible worsening of the values of the indicators and related items. The representation model, clinical profile and domain knowledge used in the reasoning process are encoded in the system. After a long period sitting on the sofa and watching TV in the morning, Eve walks to the kitchen to prepare some food. The evaluation of her gait indicates that something has changed, since walking speed is reduced due to the long inactivity period. Trying to get things out of a cupboard, Eve



Clinical actions



(S) suggestion (R) reminder



space management mark stairs emergency physical activity diet slow standing up fix carpets don’t stand on chair use firm chair to dress daily routines review drugs see a doctor check vision/hearing



(AA) alarm



(A) alert



S, A, N S AA S, A, N, R S, R S, A, N S S, A, N S R S S, R S, R (N) notification



slightly injures her back. This is noticed by the system because her subsequent sitting-down movements are performed with more difficulty. Functional dependencies are evaluated every hour, thus SINDI identifies gait, balance and mobility as problematic after analyzing indicators like walking speed and quality of sitting action in the time interval under investigation. Given that gait and balance problems directly affect mobility and that a reduced mobility may have a negative impact on the risk of falls, SINDI predicts a possible worsening of the risk of falls. Balance also influences dependency in getting dressed; though we have no indicators-based evidence of it, the prediction task marks dependency in this activity as being potentially at risk. Results of this step of the inference process are illustrated in Figure 3. A set of event-triggering rules (1) identifies potential feedback in form of suggestions: stand up slowly, use a stable chair to get dressed, don’t stay inactive for too long during the day, keep stairs and walk areas clear of clutter. An ECA rule (5) indicates that feedback outputs in form of suggestions and notifications should be provided as a report at the end of the day. This holds unless a form of higher priority is triggered for the same feedback. Later, the quality of the environment with respect to light is marked as decreased. According to the prediction task, a wrong use of lights may indicate visual problems, thus a possible disability in vision is inferred and added among possible causes for the prediction of an increase of the risk of falls. Through the specification of an appropriate eventtriggering rule (1), another suggestion is added to the list: do not walk across a dark area. In the following inference cycle, context interpretation reveals that Eve walked through areas that were not properly lighted. At this point, an event triggering rule indicates that
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Figure 3: Results of prediction for the example in Section 3.2. the same feedback output should now be treated as an alert. Given that there is a default ordering rule giving alerts higher priority than suggestions, alert becomes the preferred form for the feedback “do not walk across a dark area”. While suggestions are usually included in a report, alerts are usually associated with a specific action to be performed. If there are no other conflicting actions inferred by the system, the feedback is provided as indicated by the corresponding ECA rule, in a way that minimizes interruptions. This example shows how inference results predicting potential risks are used to identify the appropriate feedback for prevention, and how policy rules make this list dynamic according to how the prediction and the context evolve. In this way, SINDI can provide the most appropriate feedback at the right time. In fact, if the wrong use of lights was not detected, a feedback related to the use of lights would have been a suggestion in the final report, rather than an alert. The idea behind rules of a feedback policy is that reasoning about data in a reduced temporal interval may help identifying a list of potential feedbacks as soon as some events are detected. In the following inference cycles, the new information that may be available and user/caregiver preferences are used to modify the list of feedback actions and the way they are provided to the patient. In the next day, the impact of feedback and the way Eve reacts to them are monitored: in case Eve reacts to one of the feedback outputs (e.g. she becomes more active), a policy rule of the form described in (1) can generate a Notification that is added to the daily report. Notifications are used to give evidence of i) whether Eve has followed or not feedback outputs and ii) how much does preventive intervention impact the risk of falls. This makes it possible to keep track of the whole cycle (feedback, reaction to feedback when available, impact on possible evolutions of the health state) and it can be a source of data for tests and trials to identify the correct intervention for a more general class of patients.



Conclusions



Because health-related phenomena are multifactorial in origin and causal evolution, it is important to consider the multiplicity of aspects identifying risky states in order to support the elderly in a more reliable way [Stuck et al., 1999; Tse, 2005]. The assisted-cognition mechanisms presented in this paper are based on assisting the elderly in their home setting through appropriate interpretation of sensor data and domain knowledge in a flexible and controllable way. This is possible, despite the incompleteness of sensor and test data, by using logic-based inference to combine and interpret pieces of information from heterogeneous sources. The modularity of the ASP knowledge representation framework, its expressivity and the computational efficiency of ASP reasoning methods make us strongly believe it is a good logic programming paradigm for automated reasoning in knowledge-intensive domains. In the first implementation of our system we evaluated ASP programs by using Gringo as grounder [Gebser et al., 2007b] and the Clasp solver [Gebser et al., 2007a] as inference engine. We use the knowledge representation and reasoning framework of ASP not only to express domain knowledge and reason about it, but also to encode and reason about feedback policies. We believe in the potential of high-level specification languages to control and monitor complex systems efficiently through advanced policy description and enforcement. Mapping policies into ASP enables the enforcement of complex policy consistency mechanisms enriched with qualitative preferential information. We want to further investigate the formal aspects of this representation by using the high-level policy description language PPDL introduced in [Mileo et al., 2005] and its extensions [Mileo and Schaub, 2007]. Given the high variability among trials and studies addressing prediction and prevention issues, it is still difficult to extract a coherent picture of what leads to disability and to develop coherent prevention strategies. In this respect, our system has the potential to automatically collect a massive amount of data in oder to evaluate context-related prediction patterns and effective communication strategies for prevention. Finally, there are several issues that have to be considered and which need further investigation. Among them, we mention the fact that extending the Knowledge Base of the system with new evidence-based medical knowledge in a modular and consistent way is a challenge, and appropriate interaction paradigms targeted to the elderly should be developed.
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